We present an algorithm for computing depth-optimal decompositions of logical operations, leveraging a meet-in-the-middle technique to provide a significant speed-up over simple brute force algorithms. As an illustration of our method we implemented this algorithm and found factorizations of the commonly used quantum logical operations into elementary gates in the Clifford+T set. In particular, we report a decomposition of the Toffoli gate over the set of Clifford and T gates. Our decomposition achieves a total T -depth of 3, thereby providing a 40% reduction over the previously best known decomposition for the Toffoli gate. Due to the size of the search space the algorithm is only practical for small parameters, such as the number of qubits, and the number of gates in an optimal implementation.
Introduction
In classical computing, CPUs typically have a small, fixed set of instructions for operating directly on the words in memory. However, it is much more convenient when writing complex functions to use higher level operations which correspond to (potentially long) sequences of CPU instructions. A programming language provides such operations, and it is then a compiler's job (amongst other things) to expand the higher level code into CPU instructions. While the compiler will most likely This work has recently been accepted by IEEE for publication. Copyright may be transferred without notice, after which this version may no longer be accessible. do some optimizations both before and after this process, there are some standard sequences of instructions that operations in the programming language get expanded to.
A quantum computer faces similar difficulties -though in fact, the necessity for a fixed set of instructions is even more pronounced, due to fault tolerance protocols and error correction. The fault tolerance protocols also greatly affect how efficient the given instructions are, mirroring the structure of various assembly languages, notably ARM, where one instruction may correspond to widely varying numbers of clock cycles. At the higher level however, most quantum algorithms are described using a wide variety of gates, and given a specific instruction set consisting of a few fault tolerant logical gates, a compiler would need to know how to implement these gates efficiently using the instruction set. Given that many logical operations are commonly used in quantum algorithms, these gates can and should be factored optimally off-line.
In order to best exploit the limited quantum computational resources available, it will be most important to reduce the resources required to implement a given quantum circuit. With recent advances in quantum information processing technologies (e.g. [5] , [6] , [8] , [24] ) and improvements to fault-tolerant thresholds (e.g. [4] , [12] , [13] ), larger quantum devices are becoming increasingly attainable; as the complexity and size of these devices grow, hand optimizations will become less feasible, and instead the need for automated design tools will increase. Clearly, it will be highly desirable to have efficient tools for automated circuit optimization, as well as economic, pre-computed circuits for common operations.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for computing an optimal circuit implementing a given unitary transformation on n qubits, with a roughly square root speedup over the brute force algorithm. While the algorithm is tuned to find circuits optimal in terms of depth, it can be adapted to other minimization criteria as well -we include one such modification to optimize the number of sequential non-Clifford gates in a circuit. We do however note that as the brute force algorithm has exponential complexity, ours does as well, and thus the algorithm's usefulness is limited to factoring small circuits.
Over the years much work has been put into synthesizing optimal circuits for classical, specifically, reversible Boolean functions. Shende et al. [27] considered synthesis of 3-bit reversible logic circuits using NOT, CNOT, and Toffoli gates, by generating circuit libraries, then iteratively searching through them. More recently, Golubitsky and Maslov [14] considered the synthesis of optimal 4-bit reversible circuits composed with NOT, CNOT, Toffoli, and the 4-bit Toffoli gates. In their paper, they describe very efficient performance. While the speed of circuit look-ups described in [14] is not matched in this work, we contend that synthesis of unitary circuits is a more computationally intensive process than reversible circuits, making direct comparison difficult. Nevertheless, we adapt many of the search techniques described in [14] to attain fast performance.
Hung et al. [15] considered a problem somewhat closer to that of quantum circuit synthesis. They developed a method for computing optimal cost decompositions of reversible logic into NOT, CNOT, and the quantum controlled-√ X gate. By applying techniques from formal verification, they found minimum cost quantum circuit implementations of various logic gates, including the Toffoli, Fredkin, and Peres gates. However, they use a restricted quantum circuit model (for example, controls are required to remain Boolean), and only a finite subset of quantum circuits on n qubits can be described using four valued logic. Our work by comparison optimizes over all quantum circuits (infinitely many of them) using any gate set, while at the same time generating circuits for all quantum gates, not just Boolean ones, and allowing optimization over other cost functions. Maslov and Miller [18] also examined synthesis of 3-bit circuits over this gate set, using a pruned breadth-first search similar to [27] rather than formal methods.
The problem of optimal quantum circuit synthesis is much less studied, and most of the existing work has been focused on finding approximations in small state spaces -while in this work we focus on finding exact decompositions for various logical gates, the algorithm may be extended to find approximation gate sequences. Dawson and Nielsen [9] provide an algorithm for computingapproximations of 1-qubit gates in time O(log 2.71 (1/ )), along with a generalization to multi-qubit cases. Their algorithm, offering a constructive proof of the Solovay-Kitaev theorem [19] , quickly finds a logarithmic (in the precision) depth -approximation for a given unitary, though the circuit produced may be far from optimal [3, 17] . It proceeds by recursively computing approximations of unitaries, which in the base case reduces to searching through sets of previously generated unitaries for a basic approximation. By comparison, our algorithm finds a minimal depth circuit, and could in fact also be used to speed up the base case searching in the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm.
Perhaps more closely related to our work, Fowler [11] describes an exponential time algorithm for finding depth-optimal -approximations of single qubit gates. His algorithm uses previously computed knowledge of equivalent subsequences to remove entire sequences from consideration. We believe our algorithm, however, provides better asymptotic behaviour, and that our methods of reducing the search space are in fact more effective.
More recently, Bocharov and Svore [3] developed a depth-optimal canonical form for single qubit circuits over the gate set {H, T }. As a consequence of their canonical form, they provide a speed up over brute force searching that finds depth-optimal -approximations by searching through databases of canonical circuits. In this respect our work is somewhat similar, though their canonical form applies only to single qubit circuits over {H, T }, while our method applies to n-qubit circuits over any gate set, and requires significantly less RAM at the expense of slower searches. Furthermore, the focus of this paper is on the synthesis of small optimal multi-qubit circuits, that optimal single qubit synthesis algorithms such as [3, 17] are unable to tackle.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the mathematical background and framework upon which we build our algorithm; Section 3 gives a description of our algorithm; Section 4 discusses methods of reducing the search space; Section 5 describes details of our implementation; Section 6 presents results of our computations and performance figures, and Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future work.
Preliminaries
In this section we define some of the mathematical ideas and notation used throughout the paper. We will assume the reader is familiar with the basics of quantum computation, but review the quantum circuit model for completeness.
In the circuit model of quantum computation, wires carry quantum bits (qubits) to gates, which transform their state. Given that the state of a system of n qubits is typically described as a vector in a 2 n -dimensional complex vector space H, quantum gates can be viewed as linear operators on H. We restrict attention to unitary operators, i.e. operators U such that U U † = U † U = I, where U † denotes the adjoint (conjugate-transpose) of U and I denotes the identity operator. The linear operator performed by the circuit is then given as the sequential composition of the individual gates within the circuit, and it is easily verified that this linear operator is itself unitary.
An individual gate acts non-trivially only on a subset of the qubits in a given system. As such, it is convenient to describe the unitary performed by the gate as the tensor product of the non-trivial unitary on a smaller state space corresponding to the affected qubits, and the identity operator on the remaining qubits. This presentation of gates also displays the parallel nature of circuits: a sequential circuit composed of two gates g 1 , g 2 represented by unitaries (g 1 ⊗ I) and (I ⊗ g 2 ) can be rewritten in parallel as g 1 ⊗ g 2 . As our main optimization criteria for circuits, we define the depth of a circuit as the length of any critical path through the circuit. Representing a circuit as a directed acyclic graph with nodes corresponding to the circuit's gates and edges corresponding to gate inputs/outputs, a critical path is a path of maximum length flowing from an input of the circuit to an output.
The problem of quantum circuit synthesis refers to finding some circuit containing only gates taken from a fixed set performing the desired unitary. We call this fixed set an instruction set, and require that it contains the inverse of each gate in the set. An n-qubit circuit over instruction set G is then the composition of individual gates applied to non-empty subsets of n-qubits, tensored with the identity on the remaining qubits.
We may combine gates from an instruction set, each acting on different qubits, to construct circuits of depth one over n qubits. As such circuits will be integral to our algorithm, we define V n,G , the set of all unitaries corresponding to depth one n-qubit circuits over the instruction set G. An n qubit circuit C over the instruction set G then has depth at most m if C corresponds to some sequence of unitaries
In general, many distinct circuits may implement the same unitary. While we frequently will not distinguish a circuit from the unitary it implements, it is assumed that by "circuit" we mean some specific sequence of gates, rather than the resulting unitary transformation. Also important to note is that circuits are written in terms of operator composition, so unitaries are applied right to left -in a circuit diagram, however, gates are applied left to right.
With these definitions, we are now able to formulate our main result. In particular, we present an algorithm that, given an instruction set G and unitary transformation U ∈ U (2 n ), determines whether U can be implemented by a circuit over G of depth at most l in time 1 O |V n,G | l/2 log(|V n,G | l/2 ) . Furthermore, if U can be implemented with a circuit of depth at most l, the algorithm returns a circuit implementing U in minimal depth over G. We also present our C/C++ implementation of the algorithm and report better circuits, generated with our implementation, than those found in the literature.
This algorithm provides a clear improvement over the brute force O(|V n,G | l ) algorithm. In practice, it is possible to achieve running times close to Θ(|V n,G | l/2 ) by careful construction of data structures. However, we stress that despite the roughly quadratic speed-up, the runtime is still exponential, since |V n,G | ≥ k n for any instruction set G with k single qubit gates, making it only practical for small numbers of qubits.
Motivated by results in fault tolerance, we use the instruction set consisting of the Hadamard gate H = , along with P † and T † . The set of circuits composed from these gates forms a subset of 2 n × 2 n unitary matrices over the ring Z , i defined as
We also identify two important groups of matrices over this ring: the Pauli group on n-qubits, denoted P n and defined as the set of all n-fold tensor products of the Pauli matrices I = 1 0
, and also the Clifford group on n-qubits, denoted C n and defined as the normalizer 2 of P n in U (2 n ). In particular, unitaries computable by circuits composed with I, X, Y, Z, H, P , and CN OT are elements of the Clifford group, while the T gate does not belong to the Clifford group. As a well-known result, C n along with any one unitary U / ∈ C n forms a set dense in U (2 n ) [19] . Since {H, P, CN OT } generates the Clifford group up to global phase, the instruction set consisting of {H, P, P † , CN OT, T, T † } is universal for quantum computing.
Search Algorithm
This section gives a high level description of the algorithm we use to compute optimal circuits; Section 5 will go into more depth regarding the implementation. Also, we only describe the case in which we are searching for circuits that implement a given unitary exactly -discussion on extending the algorithm to find approximating circuits will be left to Section 7.
The main insight of our algorithm is the following observation, which allows us to search for circuits of depth l by only generating circuits of depth at most l/2 . Lemma 1. Let S i ⊂ U (2 n ) be the set of all unitaries implementable in depth i over the gate set G. Given a unitary U , there exists a circuit over G of depth l implementing U if and only if
Proof: Before proving the lemma, we see that U ∈ S † i = {U † |U ∈ S i } if and only if U can be implemented in depth i over G. In particular, for any unitary
as a basic result of linear algebra. As G is
, and thus a circuit of depth i over G implements U † . The reverse direction can be observed by noting that (S † i ) † = S i . Now we prove the lemma. Suppose some depth l circuit C implements U . We divide C into two circuits of depth l/2 and l/2 , implementing unitaries V ∈ S l/2 and W ∈ S l/2 respectively, where
We see that there exists some W ∈ S † l/2 U ∩ S l/2 , and moreover by definition W = V † U for some V † ∈ S † l/2 . Since W ∈ S l/2 , V W = U is implementable by some circuit of depth l/2 + l/2 = l/2, thus completing the proof.
We use this lemma to develop a simple algorithm to determine whether there exists a circuit over G of depth at most l implementing unitary U , and if so return a minimum depth circuit implementing U .
Given an instruction set G and unitary U , we repeatedly generate circuits of increasing depth, then use them to search for circuits implementing U with up to twice the depth ( Figure 2 ). Specifically, at each step we generate all depth i circuits S i by extending the depth i − 1 circuits with one more level of depth, then we compute the sets S † i−1 U and S † i U and see if there are any collisions with S i . By Lemma 1, there exists a circuit of depth 2i − 1 or 2i implementing U if and only if
respectively, so the algorithm terminates at the smallest depth less than or equal to l for which there exists a circuit implementing U . In the case where U can be implemented in depth at most l, the algorithm returns one such circuit of minimal depth.
To observe the claimed O |V n,G | l/2 log(|V n,G | l/2 ) runtime, we impose a strict lexicographic ordering on unitaries -as a simple example two unitary matrices can be ordered according to the first element on which they differ. The set S i can then be sorted with respect to this ordering in O |S i | log(|S i |) time, so that searching for each element of
, we thus see that the
It can also be noted that V n,G ∈ O(|G| n ), so the runtime is in O |G| n·l/2 log(|G| n·l/2 ) .
Optimizing different cost functions
This algorithm also allows one to search for circuits where optimality is given by some other criteria, though the runtime will still be parameterized on the depth of the solution. For example, we can consider cases where circuit cost is defined as a weighted gate sum, with weights assigned to the instruction set elements. As long as the weights are strictly positive on all (non-identity) gates, the minimum circuit cost will be a strictly increasing function of circuit depth, so the cost of any solution provides an upper bound on the depth that needs to be explored. We focus, however, on one specific family of cost functions that is becoming increasingly important in fault tolerant models. In many of the common models the Clifford group has an efficient set of generators, while non-Clifford group gates require more expensive procedures to implement. For fault tolerant quantum computing based on the Steane code, non-Clifford group gates are significantly more complicated [2] ; in fact, for all double even and self-dual CSS codes, a class that includes many common quantum error correcting codes, all Clifford group operations have transversal implementations [28] and thus are relatively simple to implement. By contrast, non-Clifford gates require much more sophisticated and costly techniques to implement, such as ancilla preparation and gate teleportation. The more recent surface codes, which promise higher thresholds than concatenated code schemes, also have a significantly more complicated T -gate implementation than any of the Clifford group generators [12] . As a result, the number of stages in the circuit involving non-Clifford group gates -called the circuit's T -depth when the T gate is the only non-Clifford gate -becomes the bottleneck in fault-tolerant computation.
Fortunately, our algorithm permits an easy modification to optimize circuit T -depth. In cases where the instruction set G is given as a set of generators for the Clifford group as well as the T gate, we can generate the entire Clifford group then by brute force enumerate all circuits in increasing T -depth. Then, using the meet-in-the-middle technique, circuits with up to twice the T -depth can be searched for a match.
Specifically, we define C n to be the Clifford group on n qubits, as implemented by the gates in G, and T n to be the set of tensor products of I and T . To perform the meet-in-the-middle search, we set S 0 = C n , and S i = C n (T n \ {I}) S i−1 ; each S i thus contains every circuit with T -depth i. Searching then proceeds by computing the intersections S † i−1 U ∩ S i to search for T -depth 2i − 1 circuits, and S † i U ∩ S i for T -depth 2i. The full algorithm is summed up in pseudocode below.
Searching in this way however becomes challenging for high dimensional state spaces, as the size of the Clifford group grows exponentially in the number of qubits. As an illustration, for 3 qubits the Clifford group has 92,897,280 elements up to global phase [1] , which makes searching using modern computers impractical for more than a couple levels of depth; C 4 would not even fit in a computer with a reasonable amount of memory using this method.
In practice we compute sets S i with T -depth i/2 instead, by alternating between Clifford and T phases. This allows a large amount of redundancy in the meet in the middle computation to be removed, as an entire phase of Clifford group gates can be ignored when searching. Given the enormous size of the Clifford group, this provides serious performance advantages over the more naïve algorithm shown above.
Circuits with ancillas
As another useful extension of our algorithm, it can be employed to search for circuits that make use of ancillary qubits, initialized to |0 and returned to the state |0 . In general, it may be possible to consider arbitrary ancilla states, but for simplicity we only allow the zero state, and by extension any state that can be prepared with the instruction set.
Specifically, if U ∈ U (2 n ) and we want to find some U ∈ U (2 n+m ) so that U (|0 ⊗m |ψ ) = |0 ⊗m (U |ψ ), we need only look for some U that agrees with U on the first 2 n rows and columns. However, if we only use the first 2 n rows and columns of each unitary to perform searching, many collisions may be lost, as it may be the case that V W (|0 ⊗m |ψ ) = |0 ⊗m (U |ψ ) but V (|0 ⊗m |ψ ) = |0 ⊗m (V |ψ ), and likewise for W .
Instead, we note that since |0 ⊗m (U |ψ ) = (I ⊗ U )|0 ⊗m |ψ , we want to find V, W such that V W (|0 ⊗m |ψ ) = (I ⊗ U )|0 ⊗m |ψ . Then, clearly V † (I ⊗ U )|0 ⊗m |ψ = W (|0 ⊗m |ψ ), so we can restrict the sets S † {i−1,i} (I ⊗ U ) and S i to inputs of the form |0 ⊗m |ψ and determine whether their intersection is non-zero. Practically speaking, this involves only comparing the first 2 n columns of each possible collision -however, more circuits need to be generated and searched since circuit permutations can no longer be removed, as described for the main algorithm in the following section.
Search tree pruning
To further reduce the search space, we prune the search tree 3 , in practice providing significant reductions in both space and time used.
To prune the search tree, we define an equivalence relation ∼ on unitary transformations where U ∼ V if and only if U is equal to V up to relabeling of the qubits, inversion, or global phase factors. This equivalence relation defines the equivalence class of a unitary U ∈ U (2 n ), denoted [U ], as {V ∈ U (2 n )|U ∼ V }. We then store only one minimal depth circuit implementing the representative of each unitary equivalence class; specifically, we define a canonical representative for each unitary equivalence class, then when a new circuit is generated we find the unitary representative and determine whether a circuit implementing it is already known.
We define a canonical representative for each unitary equivalence class by lexicographically ordering unitaries and choosing the smallest unitary as the representative. Since relabeling of the qubits corresponds to simultaneous row and column permutations of the unitary matrix and the inverse of a unitary is given by its conjugate transpose, given an n qubit unitary U , all 2n! permutations and inversions of U can be generated and the minimum can be found in O(n!) time. The added O(n!) overhead per unitary has little effect on the overall run-time for small n, as the time to compute a canonical unitary is minimal compared to the time to search for a unitary in each circuit database.
Choosing a canonical unitary up to phase is more difficult in general. In the case when the instruction set can be written as unitaries over the ring Z , i . To find a representative, all 8 · 2n! elements of [U ] are generated, and only the lexicographically earliest element is kept.
In practice, computing each phase factor causes a significant performance hit, so we sought a more efficient way of removing phase equivalences. Instead, we pick a reference element for each unitary and use it to define the canonical phase of the unitary -by convention we choose the first (scanning row by row) non-zero element of a unitary matrix. For a reference element re iθ of a unitary U , we can define the canonical unitary as e −iθ U , so that if V = e iφ U , the reference of V will be re i(θ+φ) and so e −i(θ+φ) V = e −iθ U . If θ = kπ 4 , k ∈ Z, this phase multiple will take U outside of the ring Z 1 √ 2
, i , so we actually remove the constraint that the canonical unitary is normalized instead; rather than taking e −iθ U as the canonical unitary, we use re −iθ U since re −iθ ∈ Z 1 √ 2 , i . While this is a minor detail, it allows comparisons to be performed symbolically over the ring, allowing much more accurate and expedient computations.
Given a newly generated circuit C with depth i implementing unitary U , the canonical representative of [U ] is computed then the database of circuits is searched to determine if another circuit implementing the representative has already been found. Using suitable data structures, each previous set S j , 1 ≤ j ≤ i can be searched in O log(|S j |) time. If no such circuit is found, we store a circuit implementing the representative of [U ]. It suffices to observe that given a circuit C implementing U , a circuit implementing the representative can be computed by applying the corresponding permutation and/or inversion to C. Permutations are applied by changing which qubit the individual gates in the circuit act on; for inverses, we note that
Since our definition of an instruction set required that each gate have an inverse in the set, a circuit for C −1 is obtained by reversing the gates of C and replacing them with their own inverse. As a consequence, each permutation and inverse of a unitary can be implemented in the same depth, so every unitary in an equivalence class has the same minimum circuit depth. In some cases an exact implementation with the same global phase is required, particularly when the circuit may be controlled on another qubit. While we could compute canonical representatives with respect to qubit relabeling and inversion only, any canonical phase implementation over G = {H, P, P † , CN OT, T, T † } can be used to construct the correct global phase, if it is implementable over G. It suffices to observe (as follows from [17] ) that if U is implementable by a circuit over G and a circuit C over G implements e iθ U , then θ = kπ 4 for some k ∈ Z. Since (HP † ) 3 = e −i π 4 I, e iθ (HP † ) 3k U = U , so a circuit implementing U exactly can be generated using C.
Implementation Details
It was mentioned earlier that the meet-in-the-middle algorithm offers no speed up over the naïve algorithm without suitably chosen data structures, as searching for collisions in unordered sets S † i U and S j would use O(|S i ||S j |) comparisons. However, by imposing a lexicographic ordering on the generated circuits, they can be searched in time logarithmic in the size of S j . In our implementation, we use such an ordering to store each S i as a red-black tree, a type of balanced binary tree. Balanced binary trees are a common choice for implementations of ordered sets and mappings in standard libraries, as well as industrial databases, due to predictable performance and scalability. Since deletions, typically the most computationally difficult task in a balanced binary tree [26] , are never performed in our implementation, such trees are a natural choice of data structure.
While hash tables could potentially provide a speed up, our code was adapted to use the hash table implementation in libstd++ and no performance improvement was found despite very reasonable numbers of key collisions -as an illustration, at most 52 out of 1,316,882 distinct 3-qubit unitaries were mapped to any one hash value.
While storing the unitaries themselves allows fast generation of new unitaries, as well as fast searching through circuit databases, the storage space required makes large searches impossible on computers with reasonable sized RAM. Given an instruction set G over n qubits, |V n,G | ≥ k n where k denotes the number of one qubit gates in G. Using the standard universal instruction set, {H, P, P † , CN OT, T, T † } (i.e. a generating set for the Clifford group plus the T gate), |V 3,G | = 252, so even at depth 5 there are more than 10 12 circuits. If unitaries over Z 1 √ 2
, i are stored exactly, each 3-qubit unitary requires 5 × 64 integers, and so all depth 5 circuits on 3 qubits would require more than 1 petabyte of storage space. In reality storing only equivalence class representatives makes a significant difference (for 3 qubits, there are at most 36,042,958 unique equivalence classes with circuits up to depth 5 according to our experiments), and the storage space for unitaries over
, i could be reduced by applying compression; yet, it is still clear that for searches up to significant depth, the full unitary matrices cannot be stored and a space-time trade off must be made.
To make such a trade off, rather than store the generated unitaries, we store the circuit as a list of depth 1 circuits. Each depth 1 circuit on n-qubits is represented as n bytes specifying which gate is acting on each qubit. However, if only the circuit was stored searching for a specific unitary would take an excessive amount of time, since each time a comparison is invoked the unitary implemented by the circuit would need to be computed again.
As a compromise, an m × m matrix M is stored as a key with each circuit, where for a circuit
The m vectors {v i } are chosen from C 2 n using a pseudorandom generator to generate the individual elements, and in practice m = 1 has been enough to search interesting depths for up to 4 qubits with extremely few key collisions. Since these keys are generated with floating point computations, it's important that all other computations are performed symbolically and keys are computed directly from the unitary, so that equal unitaries will have equal numerical error. Experiments were also performed using random vectors over Z , i to avoid all floating point computations, but they generated far too many key collisions to be of practical use. Currently we are looking into better methods for generating unitary keys.
Additionally, to improve performance for circuit searching, our code is parallelized (using the pthreads C library) to allow searches in balanced binary trees to be computed concurrently on different threads. Generated circuit databases are also serialized and stored in files so they are not re-computed for every search.
Performance and Results
We tested our implementation in Debian Linux on our group's research server, containing a quadcore, 64-bit Intel Core i5 2.80GHZ processor and 16 GB RAM, plus an additional 16 GB of swap space.
We compared our implementation of the meet-in-the-middle algorithm with an open-source Python implementation [21] of the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm [19] . This particular implementation was chosen over faster C versions or exact synthesis tools as it is the only existing tool to our knowledge decomposing multiple qubit operators over the Clifford + T gate set. Database generation times for two qubit circuits composed with H, T , T † , and CN OT are shown in Figure 3 ; the meet-in-the-middle implementation shows a similar but compressed exponential curve.
We compared our implementation of the meet-in-the-middle algorithm with an open-source Python implementation [21] of the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm [19] . This particular implementation was chosen over faster C versions as it is the only tool to our knowledge decomposing multiple qubit operators over the Clifford + T gate set. Database generation times for two qubit circuits composed with H, T , T † , and CN OT are shown in Figure 3 ; the meet-in-the-middle implementation shows a similar but compressed exponential curve. A decomposition of the controlled-H gate was generated with both the Solovay-Kitaev and meetin-the-middle algorithms. While our algorithm produced an exact decomposition with minimal depth (Figure 5a ) in under 0.500s, the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm with 4 levels of recursion took over 2 minutes to generate a sequence consisting of over 1000 gates approximating the unitary to an error of 0.340 in Fowler's distance metric [11] . While we stress that the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm is not designed to factor unitaries exactly over a gate set, this experiment serves to illustrate both the efficiency of our implementation, as well as the limitations of current quantum circuit synthesis tools.
Depth-optimal implementations
We ran experiments on various 2, 3, and 4 qubit logical gates to find optimal depth decompositions into the gate set {H, P, P † , CN OT, T, T † }, with a secondary optimization criteria being the gate count. Table 1 lists some performance figures for our implementation -searching times for a given depth i describe the time the computation took to search through circuits of depth 2i − 1 and 2i. While searches returning more results run slower, the variance is extremely minor, so one representative search was chosen for each set of data. As one other important point, the search times given are computed by searching for all collisions in S † j U and S i -if S † j U ∩ S i = ∅, collisions are usually found within a few minutes of searching.
The disparity in terms of both search time and generation time between different numbers of qubits is likely a function of the increasing complexity of matrix multiplication. In particular, searching requires more matrix multiplications than generation since we generate unitaries for both S i−1 and S i (since only equivalence class representatives are stored, circuits in S i may not have prefixes in S i−1 ). We performed searches for various 2, 3, and 4 qubit logical operations, using pre-computed databases of circuits. Minimal depth implementations of the singly controlled 4 versions of H, P , and V = √ X = We also optimally decompose ( Figure 6 ) the 2-qubit gate
which has found use in at least one interesting quantum algorithm [7] . Some 3-qubit unitaries with minimal depth implementations found include the well-known Toffoli gate (controlled-CN OT ), Fredkin gate (controlled-SW AP ), quantum OR (defined as the unitary mapping |a |b |c → |a |b |c ⊕ a ∨ b ), and Peres gate [22] (Figure 7 ). It should be noted our circuit reduces the total depth of the Toffoli gate from 12 [19] to 8. Searches were also performed for each of the above n-qubit gates using up to 4−n ancillas -these searches were performed up to the maximum depth for the total number of qubits, as seen in Table  1 . None of the logical gates tested were found to admit circuits with shorter depth or fewer T gates, though circuits for controlled-P and controlled-√ X were found with smaller T -depth ( Figure 8 ). Additionally, a circuit was found that did have reduced minimal depth when decomposed using an ancilla (Figure 9) , together with the reduced T -depth circuits providing clear motivation for the use of ancillas to optimize circuit execution time.
Among other gates attempted were the 3-qubit quantum Fourier transform, which was proven to have no circuit in our instruction set with depth at most 10, and the 4-qubit Toffoli gate (controlledToffoli) and 1-bit full adder, with no circuits of depth at most 6. Additionally, both the controlled-T and controlled-4 √ X gates were proven to have no implementations of depths at most 10 or 6 using one or two ancillas, respectively.
We did however optimize a known circuit implementing the controlled-T gate, as well as one implementing a 1-bit full adder using our algorithm. Specifically, we generated a circuit for the controlled-T gate using the decomposition F REDKIN · (I ⊗ I ⊗ T ) · F REDKIN , and a circuit for the 1-bit adder by using the implementation found in [10] , substituting the circuit in Figure 7d for the Peres gate. Then we performed a peep-hole optimization by taking small subcircuits and replacing them with shorter, lower gate count circuits synthesized using our algorithm. The circuit for controlled-T , shown in Figure 10 , reduces the number of T gates from 15 to 9, CN OT gates from 16 to 12, and T -depth from 9 to 5, while the 1-bit adder circuit (Figure 11 ) reduces the number of T gates from 14 to 8, CN OT gates from 12 to 10, H gates from 4 to 2, and T -depth from 8 to 2. These results provide strong evidence for the effectiveness of peep-hole re-synthesis as a full-scale optimization tool. (a) Controlled-P (T -depth 1, total depth 5). While no Toffoli has yet been found with provably minimal T -depth and zero ancilla, a circuit with T -depth 3 implementing the Toffoli gate ( Figure 13 ) has been found using our main algorithm; as the Toffoli appears to require a minimum of 7 T gates to implement, we conjecture this is minimal. Furthermore, it reduces the number of T -stages from 5 [19] to 3, providing an approximate 40% speed-up in fault tolerant architectures where Clifford group gates have negligible cost compared to the T gate.
While these circuits are maximally parallelized with T -depth m/n for m T -gates and n qubits, in general not every circuit can be compressed in such a way.
Exact decomposition of controlled unitaries
It is a well-known fact that the controlled version of any circuit can be generated by replacing each individual gate with a controlled version of that gate, with the control qubit of the entire circuit functioning as the control qubit of each gate [16] . The minimal-depth circuits computed in Section 6 allow us to establish the following result. Theorem 1. Let the gate cost of a circuit be given by a vector x = [x H , x P , x C , x T ] t , where x H denotes the number of H gates, x P denotes the number of P -gates or P † -gates, x C denotes the number of CN OT gates, and x T denotes the number of T -gates or T † -gates. Suppose U can be implemented to error ≥ 0 by a circuit over G = {H, P, P † , CN OT, T, T † } with gate cost of x. Then controlled-U can be implemented to error at most over G by a circuit of gate cost Ax, where The circuit for controlled-U uses exactly one ancilla qubit if one or more T -gates are present in the decomposition of U , and no ancilla qubits otherwise. Furthermore, controlled-U can be implemented in a T -depth of at most x H + 2x P + 3x C + 5x T .
Proof: Assume that U admits an -approximation over G with associated cost vector
As shown in Section 6, for each gate H, P , CN OT , T , the corresponding singly controlled gate can be implemented exactly over G. Specifically, we obtain from we obtain costs for each controlled-CN OT (i.e., Toffoli) and each controlled-T gate of [2, 0, 6, 7] and [4, 2, 12, 9] , respectively. Since the total cost is linear in the costs of the gates, we obtain that claimed total cost of Ax. The approximation error is unchanged as compared to U since no further errors are introduced in the factorization. Finally, the claimed bound for the overall T -depth holds since the T -depths of each H, P , CN OT , and T gates can be upper bounded by 1, 2, 3, and 5, respectively, where here we used the T -depth 3 circuit in Figure 13 to derive an upper bound for the Toffoli gate.
T gate parallelization
It was noted earlier that the three T gates used in the controlled-P and controlled-√ X circuits (Figures 5b, 5c ) can be parallelized to T -depth 1 using one ancilla (Figure 8) . Similarly, the seven T gates in the Toffoli decomposition ( Figure 13 ) can be parallelized to T -depth 1 using 4 ancilla [25] . The parallelized T gates were separated by networks of CN OT gates in each of these cases. We prove a theorem relating the number of T gates in a {CN OT, T } circuit, and the achievable T -depth for a given number of ancilla.
Theorem 2. Any circuit on n qubits over {CN OT, T } with k T gates can be implemented by a circuit over {CN OT, T } on n qubits and m ancilla, initialized and returned in state |0 , with T -depth at most k m+1 .
Before proving Theorem 2, we first prove a simple lemma. Lemma 2. Unitary U ∈ U (2 n ) is exactly implementable by an n-qubit circuit over {CN OT, T } with k T gates if and only if U |a 1 a 2 ...a n = ω t |g(a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n )
where ω = e iπ 4 and t = f 1 (a 1 , ..., a n ) + f 2 (a 1 , ..., a n ) + · · · + f k (a 1 , ..., a n ) for some linear Boolean functions f 1 , f 2 , ..., f k and linear reversible function g.
Proof:
We remind readers that in the computational basis, CN OT : |a |b → |a |b ⊕ a and T : |a → ω a |a .
The forward direction can be observed by writing the circuit implementing U as an alternating product of CN OT and T circuits. Each CN OT circuit computes a linear reversible function f on the inputs, while a following T gate on the ith qubit adds an overall phase multiple of ω f i (a 1 ,...,an) where f i denotes the linear Boolean function corresponding to the ith output of f . Since the overall phase has no effect on linear reversible functions, the functions computed by each CN OT circuit compose and can be written as functions of the inputs, completing the proof.
The reverse direction is equally simple by noting that for any linear Boolean function f i on n inputs, f i is an output of some linear reversible function on n inputs, and thus can be computed using only CN OT gates [20] . By applying a T gate to the qubit with state |f i (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ) then uncomputing, the input state is recovered, with an added phase multiple of ω f i (a 1 ,a 2 ,...,an) . It then suffices to observe that g can be computed with CN OT gates, so that U can be implemented with CN OT s and k T gates.
We now proceed to prove Theorem 2. Proof of Theorem 2: Suppose U is implementable by a circuit over {CN OT, T } using k T gates. Then U |a 1 a 2 ...a n = ω t |g(a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ) where t = f 1 (a 1 , ..., a n ) + f 2 (a 1 , ..., a n ) + · · · + f k (a 1 , ..., a n ) for some linear Boolean functions f 1 , f 2 , ..., f k and linear reversible function g. Consider k ≤ m and let f be defined as implementation takes approximately 32 minutes to generate all equivalence class representatives of 3-qubit circuits up to depth 4 in the instruction set {H, P, P † , CN OT, T, T † }, and 415 seconds to find any optimal 3-qubit circuit up to depth 8. While these numbers are not at the same level of those found in [14] , they cannot be directly compared. Golubitsky and Maslov considered 4 bit Boolean functions, which admit a representation via 64 bits that also allows common operations such as permutation and inversion to be carried out by bitwise operations. While we use similar bit twiddling techniques for algebra in the ring Z , i requires specification of the entire unitary, a 16 by 16 matrix where each element can be represented by 5 integers. Without any kind of compression and using 32 bit integers, a single unitary would require 40, 960 bits of memory, a blowup by a factor of 640 compared to reversible functions. To compose circuits, expensive matrix multiplication needs to be performed, and even permutations or inversions need to examine each element of the matrix, adding significant complexity over the bitwise operations for reversible functions. While there may be a more efficient representation of unitary operators that also permits bitwise procedures for permutation, inversion and circuit composition, the authors are not aware of any such representation, and from a strictly information theoretic standpoint it appears to be a much harder problem even with a compact representation.
As an additional point regarding our computational efficiency, we stress that space-time tradeoffs were made to allow searches of reasonable depth to be performed. By storing only the circuits, not entire unitaries, we achieved a significant reduction in memory usage, reducing the minimum space to store an n-qubit unitary from 4 n × 5 × 4 bytes to as few as n bytes. While permutation and inversion is cheap for these circuit descriptions, a circuit of depth d needs d matrix multiplications to compute the corresponding unitary, a major obstacle to performance. To alleviate this time penalty, circuit keys were introduced, storing only a small matrix of complex numbers so that unitaries are only generated when generating a new key, or if a key collision is found.
Future work
The next step in this work will be focused on extending the algorithm to deal with the case when the unitary cannot be implemented exactly. Many common quantum operations are known to be impossible to implement exactly within the Clifford and T gate set, and in particular phase rotations of e 2πi/2 m , commonly seen in the quantum Fourier transform, are not implementable using Clifford and T gates for m ≥ 4 [28] . As a result, a quantum compiler will need efficient approximation sequences for many of the logical operations used in algorithms, and so an algorithm returning depth-optimal -approximations with the complexity bounds of our exact-searching algorithm would be invaluable.
Rather than searching for exact collisions within sets S † i U and S j , -approximations of U can be found by examining nearest neighbour pairs between the two sets. While it is unlikely that search times would be as fast as in the exact case, many classical data structures for nearest neighbour searching in metric spaces exist, with some providing complexity bounds comparable to balanced binary trees.
By extending our work to unitary approximations, we could also leverage our advantage over brute force searching to provide a significant speed-up for the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm [9] . Specifically, Dawson and Nielsen's algorithm [9] requires the computation of an -net, in which depthoptimal basic approximations are then looked up when needed -this phase requires time exponential in the number of qubits. Using our techniques to look up basic approximations could potentially be a major improvement to the algorithm, by allowing these basic approximations to be more accurate and computed in less time.
Another direction for future work will focus on optimizing large circuits using both this algorithm, and databases of circuits generated from this algorithm. While this algorithm performs well for small unitaries, it remains exponential in the size of the instruction set and, by extension, depth, so it is unlikely to be useful for large circuits. Instead, databases generated using these techniques will be instrumental in implementing effective peep-hole optimization and circuit re-synthesis algorithms, or other more scalable approaches to large-scale circuit optimization.
